SERMON :

The two shits
Hey mate, today’s your lucky day: let me teach you something.

I won’t teach you anything new by saying that animals expel shit through their arse.
It’s natural, innit? There’s nothing to say.
You also know as well as I do that humans – at least in this world – are animals by
the very fact that they too expel shit through their arse. There’s nothing more to say
still.

This being said, you seem to ignore the fact that animal humans are a bit different
from other animals, and this because they are meant to think. Now, from this advantage
of man over the animal, a disadvantage can come: the appearance of human bastards.
Who are those social dregs? Those are individuals such as “cynical anarchists”, halfcops/half-thugs, real squealers in the making.

What distinguishes the social dropouts from normal men? They expel two shits
instead of just one! I will explain myself. Their mouth acts as a second arse, and they
eject through it the vocal garbage that comes from the second stomach which constitutes
their brain. And here is what the social dregs call thinking.
The human-faced beasts I am talking about brag loudly about their own downfall,
and accompany their buccal defecation with coarse giggles. Thanks for their mother,
their sister, their wife and their children.

Is the existence of those crappers of mental rubbish a curse inevitably weighing on
humanity? Not at all. It is only the expression of the “Downfall of the West” we are
experiencing; the thousand times worse re-edition of the Fall of the Roman Empire. So
I say of our shit-mouthed contemporaries what the monk Salvien of Marseilles used to
say about the Franks, Huns and other Barbarians: they are sent to us by Providence as
a punishment for our degenerate Civilization (in 440).

The social dregs deserve to die in their shit, as they lived in it.
However history shows us some who have been cured from their defect.
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